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Collaboration and the use of knowledge bases are both rather popular themes in the debate on electronic reference today. Both topics are discussed here – with a focus on international, or even global, collaboration, and the use of common or shared knowledge bases. The approach is from a European perspective, with special attention for an ‘other language’ – that is non English – point of view. 
National Library of the Netherlands 
At the Koninklijke Bibliotheek (KB, please note, not meaning Knowledge Bases here), the National Library of the Netherlands, we offer email based reference since early 1993. Only this year, since the summer of 2002, do we make use of software to support our Electronic Reference service. We use Magic Total Service Desk (MTSD), a product of Network Associates. Magic is completely web-based and is originally designed as helpdesk software. The 'net' number of questions through the internet (e-mail plus webform, only counting 'serious', answered questions) is rising rather rapidly, from 195 in 1995, to 3155 in 2000, and 5449 in the first ten months of 2002. 
There are three very important aspects for us in using this software. The first has to do with flow control of the question/answer procedures – we can keep track of all seperate questions, are warned if questions seem to stay unanswered for too long, et cetera. Second is the automatic building of a database of all question and answer pairs, with capacity for editing q&a’s, marking them as ‘standard’, thus providing re-use possibilities, and options for self-service by our clients (the kb of the KB). And the third aspect is the extensive report functions provided for extracting all kinds of management information, which are so important for evaluation of the service. 
At the moment we are preparing to launch a simple chat-function - the lightweight chat function from QuestionPoint. Not, or maybe not yet, a fully grown virtual reference desk with powerful software for for instance the pushing of web pages – but just a start in offering a button for real time electronic reference as well. 
Compared with other libraries, especially in the United States, the National Library of the Netherlands might not be in the front row of virtual reference from a technical point of view. With respect to collaboration though, we make rather good progress. The National Library serves as general advisor and as back office for answering questions in the field of ‘Dutch cultural heritage’ for the Al@din-network, a consortium of public libraries offering a digital reference service for everyone. In the second place, we participate in a consortium of academic libraries, all of which use MTSD as the software for their digital reference service. We act as a group towards the software provider, and also exchange questions along the lines of the special subject expertise of our institutions. This concerns questions on higher education level only. And last but not least, the National Library is one of the early participants in the Library of Congress’ Cooperative Digital Reference Service (CDRS) project, now the joint Library of Congress & OCLC ‘global’ reference service QuestionPoint. 
This rather central position of the National Library forms the basis of the next remarks on collaboration – the limits of collaboration – , and the usefulness – or maybe sometimes the nonsense – of global knowledge bases. 
Collaboration 
In this digital age, collaboration in general is far easier to organize. This applies in full to reference, and especially to electronic (or virtual or digital) reference as provided by libraries. After a period of decline in the number of reference questions, questions today seem to become more numerous. This tendency should be applauded of course, but in many libraries it causes capacity problems as well. Collaboration can be part of a solution for these problems. Besides capacity problems, we also have to deal with the growing expectations of our clients. They want us to answer their questions promptly, 24 hours a day and 7 days a week. Besides, they expect us to give the answers right away; hints on where and how to find answers themselves are often not enough anymore. At the same time our bosses want us to be efficient, fast and provide service as inexpensively possible. Collaboration can be very useful in meeting all these demands simultanously. 
One of our observations is that many questions are rather ‘local’, and relate to our own library. These are the questions from our own clients, who often prepare their visit to the physical library online. Examples are: 
	“Is the library open tonight? 
	“Is there internet connection available in the reading room?” 
	“Can I order photocopies …?” 
	“Can I make color prints from the microreaders?” 
Anyone making objections that these are not real reference questions is right of course. But in my opinion the distinction between plain information questions and reference questions is not always that clear. In Dutch, as in French and German, a word for ‘reference’, as in reference questions, does not even exist: we call all the questions you can usually ask in the library “information questions”. And on top of that: as clients’ expectations rise higher and higher, we are supposed to provide direct and factual answers. References to literature are often not satisfying anymore. Real reference questions or not, it doesn’t seem very logical to ask others to answer questions like the ones above – in any case not during our own electronic reference office hours. These questions tend to be asked over and over again. So we have standard answers available in our knowledge base, and we are very keen on keeping these answers up to date. We don’t expect our colleagues from other libraries to keep up with our local facilities and daily business. 
In most cases the software that is used in electronic reference can file questions and answers in a database automatically, without any extra effort, in just the way they are keyed in by the client and/or the librarian. The resulting database can be searched full text, and if any similar questions and answers are retrieved, they can be re-used, with or without editing. This is an important and powerful instrument in electronic reference. 
The ability to re-use questions and answers is central to the usefulness of knowledge bases. If a question is never to be repeated – by either an identical question or a similar one – storing it in a knowledge base is useless. But the more time and energy that is spent in editing question and answer pairs (for privacy reasons, for instance, such as stripping them of personal information), or for adding value by providing descriptors, subject codes, education levels et cetera, the more relevant the point of expected re-use becomes. If a question is unlikely to be asked again, it is not sensible to make any extra effort at all. Automatic storage in the knowledge base will do. 
Geography 
Some questions are not very distinctive about their geographical context. Examples we received at the National Library of the Netherlands via QuestionPoint are: 
	“Do you have any statistics on teen pregnancy on file?” 
	“Consumption of red wine is said to be twice as high as of white wine. Is that true? And what could be the explanation?” 
	“How many National Parks are there?” 
All three questions are from clients in the United States, and the impression is that the context implied is US based as well – but that’s a only a guess. Of course, one could ask for clarification, but we know from experience that asking for clarification is often the end of the transaction. We can also provide an answer, presuming the context is the US. Usually in cases like these we do both: 
Supposing you mean National Parks in the United States the answer is 52 …. If this does not answer your question, please clarify. 
PS: in the Netherlands the number of National Parks is only three. 
Of course in many cases it is possible for a Dutch reference librarian to answer “American” questions, but somehow that does not feel very sensible. Only if the question is asked at night and the answer should be needed urgently, and due to time zones the Dutch reference service should be open, would thàt make sense. 
Language 
The aspect of language proves to be even more important. The majority of our clients ask their questions in Dutch, and they expect to get answers in Dutch as well. Many Dutch people have a sufficient knowledge of English, and often also of German and French, so when they get an answer in English that’s usually. But that does not apply to everybody – and apparantly there is a relation here between the knowledge of foreign languages and age and education level of our patrons. Something similar applies to Dutch reference librarians: usually it’s no problem to understand an English question, though coming up with an answer in correct English is considered to be more difficult. Not all our colleagues are comfortable with German, but many will do fine. Some of us can manage rather well in French, a few in Italian or Spanish. 
Several people point to a resemblance between collaborative efforts in electronic reference and two other library phenomena where cooperation already exists: shared cataloguing and inter-library loan. While these three do indeed have several aspects in common, there is one very important difference: the important role of the language used. In questions and answers, understanding the language is essential. It’s not about formal titles, names or ISBN numbers, but it’s about text in a language that one can understand. 
It is beneficial to keep questions and answer pairs where they are most likely to recur, and in the language in which they are most likely to be entered. Also, in non-English speaking countries it can often be useful to have English translations of recurrent (questions and) answers available too. Foreign visitors prepare their visit to the library via the internet more and more, and questions on the Dutch cultural heritage do come in from all over the world – most often in English. But English-only information won’t always do. 
For example 
To illustrate the above point, the following is an example of a real question asked at QuestionPoint, and answered in the US. The question is: “Can you provide me with one or more reviews of this book: Geert Mak, De eeuw van mijn vader?” The title mentioned is a Dutch book, from a rather well known Dutch historian, about the age of his father, being the twentieth century. 
The answer of the QP-librarian is adequate: it refers to two websites, one by providing the URL of a Dutch radio program reviewing the book, and the other by referring to a person, Ulbe Bosma, who - among other things - appears to have reviewed the book on the web as well. But, as most Dutch librarians know, there is a Dutch online bibliography on European history, History in Titles, or HinT. All academic and many large public libraries in the Netherlands do have access to this database. One of HinT's special and very popular features is the addition of reviews to the records of books. When you search HinT for the words “mak eeuw vader” this brings the user to the correct record immediately. The review-field points to six reviews, three in Dutch newspapers, which can be accessed online (but are licensed) and three in historical journals only available on paper. These are the kind of references that librarians really like! 
What should we expect from a high quality, library based (global) knowledge base? One idea is the world wide web, using a search engine such as Google. In our exemple, searching with Google for "Mak eeuw vader" gives a result of ca. 800 hits with right on top the two references that the QuestionPoint librarian provides in his answer. This probably is not a coincidence. Google's third hit is a review in English – useful just in case the person who asked this question did not speak Dutch. None of the six reviews in Dutch periodicals are presented, at least not in the first hundred links. 
Again, when we examine the example of reviews of a Dutch history book, what do we expect from an answer in a high quality, library based knowledge base? What would make sense? One option would be an answer that takes into account both specialized databases ànd the internet – in this case a combination of the six reviews in paper journals returned by the History in Titles databases ànd a selection of the sources directly accessible on the web. Paper sources, too, should obviously be included if relevant. 
To conclude 
Collaboration is of the utmost importance in making electronic reference work. The use of knowledge bases is very important in providing an efficient service, making use of all available knowledge a library has to offer. Increased attention needs to be focused on what’s sensible, however, especially concerning the issues of geographical bias and of not 'English only'. 
There are two questions that require further examination: the issue of allowing consortium partners and other remote colleagues to access local knowledge bases, and the issue of providing answers from specialized, licensed databases to clients from other libraries. 
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